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EWU to serve as AP headquarters:
Election results to be tabulated and released in MPR
Steven]. Barry
Ncu;sEdztor

last results out of L.A. County at eight,"
said Joyce (L.A. county has 3.9 million registered voters).

For the first time, the Associated Press
has selected EWU instead of other more
frequently used sites to serve as the central point for comp il ation of all the results of the ge n eral elections of 10 Western states, says Ann Joyce, West Coast
Elections Coordi n ator.
Students, working as "vote entry
clerks," will enter the results of votes from
263 counties and 250 precincts in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming and

Hawaii.
Joyce said she checked with realtors in
Spokane and Portland, as well as the Assoc iated Press, but EWU seemed to be the
most compatib le site for the operation.
"The university saw the opportunity,
and was very willing and easy to work with.
It met all the technical specifications and
student requirements," said J oyce. "We
have held them in AP bureaus in the past,
but th ey grew out of their space."
The votes will be compiled on 124
co mput er terminals in the PUB Multi-Purpose R oom on the evening of November
7, beginning at 6:00 p.m. and ending at
8:00 a.m. o n November 8.
"We're expecti n g the first results out
of Co lorado and Wyoming at six, and the

Joyce said the night is going to be hectic, with the most active hours being between 9 p.m. and 12 a.m ., after which she
said things calm down gradually and even
out around 1 a.m. Even though there will
be more rushed periods and quieter periods,Joyce said the center will be busy from

"This is definitely a very significant event for Eastern."
The votes compiled
from those ten states will
represent an estimated

population (not registered
voter count) of 56 million
people. Constituents will
be voting for the president,

the moment calls come in to the moment

ous local and state propo-

they stop.
Election offices from around the 10
states will call the vote entry clerks, who
will enter the election results in to a computer terminal. The release of the results
from each area is pre-programmed and
timed, so they will hop the necessary satell ites at the necessary times to reach their
destinations, J oyce says. The results will
be distributed to all AP member newspa-

sitions, state offices, and is-

pers, television stations, radio stations
and internet sites.

The event will create over 100 shortterm job opportunities for students to
work the Saturday before the elections and
the night of the elections, but more importantly gives students the opportunity
to be a part of a major news event , says
Joyce.
"It 's very likely the West will be a significant player in determining the results
of the national elections," said Joyce.
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members of congress, vari -

••••

sues such as gay marriage,
tobacco money spending
and hunting regulations.
Joyce said the task of
networking the computers,
which will be connected in
a Local Area Network
(LAN), and gaining connections with the various satellites that will be used is a
difficult one.
Mike Irish, Eas t ern's
Vice President of Facilities .A. A basic layout of the PUB MPR on Nov. 7.
and Planning and serving The center will consist of 124 terminals.
as the A P's official contact
here at Eastern, says all planning and happen. This looks like it's going to propreparation for the event is going we ll so vide a lot of [short-term] work for a number of students."
far.
Iri sh said he wi ll be meeting with Joyce
"Things are looking great," said Irish.
"We've got the telephone, internet and regularly to finish planning and preparing
power connections necessary to make this for the event.
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Council on track to accomplish quarterly goals
ASE WU President Bree Holsing's progressive agenda once again was at the forefront of this week's council meeting. Or,e
of her projects, the EWU student book
exchange which will allow students,
through the use of a web site, to se ll books
to othe r EWU students is beginning to take
shape
"I spoke with Mike Iri sh and the next
step [is) to really move forward with this
in terms of advertising" said Holsing,
"What we're going to be able to do is on
twelve university buildings hang up tv.,in
sized bed sheets advertising the web site
we're going to be using, sk,pclass.com . On
these buildings, they want us to set up permanent places to hang up these ban n ers so
that we can do this constantly for years to
come, which is really exciting. They 've also
talked about funding [the banner hangers)
as well, which is near."
H olsing continued on the subject of the
EWU student book exchange by saying,
"Another really neat thing, is that hopefully with the consent of SUBOC we will

set up six computer terminals down in the
lower entrance of the PUB right next to the
book buy-back so that students can compare the money they can get back from book
buy-back with the money they might get
from our book exchange program. So we
will see how that goes ."
Another one of Holsing's projects, the
Superior court, is also continuing to materi-

alize under her leadership. "The Superior
court is going really well, I finished talking
to all the pre-law classes and also the Greek
o rganizations and students on the Spokane
campus about involvement. We've got two
more applications so far so IM really excited
about that."
On the ever-present subject of the student health advisory committee Holsing
said, "I just got done with my visits to Oakland University and University of Alaska
Anchorage looking at their student health
fees. Heather [Haris, student health services
representative) is working on that. She is
doing a great job and I fo und out some
really good information."
Student health services committee member Heather Harris, during her departmental report, said "Our first student health

advisory meeting went really well, we're
working on getting out a survey to the students so we can get some feedback on what
they want from their health services. We're
trying to get people to know what services
they have currently so they can get out there
and use them. I think we're reaching a good
diverse amount of people"
Harris also said, "From what l'v·e heard
there were actually no more [complaints)
than usual , they were just a lot meaner,"
when asked about the amount of complaints
that the new mandatory student health care
fee had created.
In the departmental report for student
activities , given

by student activities repre-

sentative Alison Simmers, she discussed the
recent clubs and organizations forum.
"We had 31 clubs and organizations represented at the forum so that was from my
understanding a very good turn out. They
were able to talk and bounce ideas off each
other," said Simmers.
The next clubs and organization forum
is on November 8 and Simmers hopes to
make things a little more casual - possibly
including refreshments. She is also trying
to get in contact with all the clubs and or-

ganizations, and is current ly working on
contacting other universities to get their
club and organization li sts .
Assistant to the Dean of students,
Khalil Islam, Standing in for Dean of students, Dr. Danny Pugh [wh o is away for
two weeks] comp liment ed his staff on
their hard work in recent weeks. "It's boggling, o ur staff has all worked incredibly
hard. We're on fu ll bore [including) work
on a job description fo r the non-traditional
student program that we ho pe to have prepared and hired. I'm not sure what the
timeline is but I know they want to have
the job description done by the end of the
quarter so we can do a team analysis when
[everyone J figures out how much work they
have and how much they get paid. All that
stuff."
Islam also mentioned, "The North West
Student Leadership conference is coming
up. I will have app li cation an d ads out on
Monday, so I will be accepting applications
for students."
Finance vice president Stephanie Reed
mentioned that suppleme ntal budgets for
clubs and organizations are still available
and can be completed at any time .
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Title Ill grant awarded to learning center
Tracy Stephens
Rc;xm,,r

Earlier this year, Eastern Washington
Umv~rs1ty's newly established Teaching and
Learrung Center received a 5 year, 1.6 million dollar
Title ID grant from the U.S. government to enhance faculty development in technology. With
a lot of hard work and dedication from a group
of faculty members assembled by the grants office , a proposal that was rejected 2 short years
ago was augmented and approved.
"We have been gathering information on
what EWU faculty members want the Teaching
and Learning Center to offer, but have not yet
bee~ able to talk to all of the departments," said
Director of the Teaching and Learning Center,
Larry Kiser.
The Teaching and Learning Center was started
in April 2000 to help EWU faculty members
develop and improve their skills in teaching.
Although the Center has just opened its doors,

it is taking a step in the right direction with plans
to provide workshops, study sessions, outside
experts, group discussions, and mentoring for
all interested faculty members. So far, the Teaching and Learning Center has only presented services to new faculty members, but that will
change as development continues.
"My expectation is tbat all EWU faculty members who want to participate in the Teaching and
Learning Center will, because when you give
them time and tools, they take advantage of it!"
said Kiser, who was elemental in developing the
grant proposal.
A significant portion of the 1.6 million dollar grant will help the university implement technology into the classrooms in an effort to enhance the teaching process. This large amount
of money more than doubles the current budget of Eastern's Teaching and Learning Center.
The first year emphasis in the grant proposal is
to revise EWU's computer literacy requirement.
According to Larry Kiser, the intent is to shift

the emphasis from computer literacy to focus
on a better understanding of information and
technology.
"We feel that our students need to have experience witb all types of technology because tbat
is what the world is becoming. Technology has
affected everything• especially education," said
Kiser.
Many of the goals set by Eastern's Teaching
and Learning Center have been influenced by the
grant. One that has been greatly affected is the
up and coming student help desk. Students will
run this desk in an effort to assist those who
need help with technical computer problems or
the application of specific software. The grant
provides money to pay the student helpers and
purchase computer equipment forthe help desk,
so that the service is free to those students who
choose to take advantage of it. The help desk is
being oq;anized now, and if things go as planned,
will be up and running winter quarter.
Another significant portion of the proposal

affected by the grant is Eastern's newly established virtual classroom, Blackboard. Blackboard
permits EWU professors to combine technology and teaching with an alternative to the traditional classroom lecture. The web-based program allows students to e-mail classmates, carry
on class group discussions, and view other Stu·
dents' personally developed web sites.
Among other proposed activities designed
to encourage the uniting of teaching and technology at Eastern Washington University is the
Student Angels Project, allowing faculty members who need computer assistance to receive

help from computer proficient students, as well
as the Technology Learning Project.
"The Title Ill grant positively affects the
Teaching and Learning Center by providing faculty with the ability to comprehend and teach
technology in their courses, while ultimately affecting the students capacity to understand and
use technology that they can take away when they
leave the university," said Kiser.

Dorm capacity prompts talks of new hall
Bnan Nollette Jr.
Rcpo,rer

With total enrollment at an all time high
of 8597 students, Eastern is growing at a
pace that is impressive to even the newest
of incoming students. With 1,093 new
freshman, the reenergizing of the cam pus
and its increased enrollment is noticed
most by the first year students in the residential life system. There are a total of
over 1,600 students living on campus.
Nearly bursting at the seams, Eastern
has looked into ways to house a larger

number of st udents on camp us. The only
way to increase capacity at present, univer-

sity housing officials say, would be to convert single-occupancy rooms to double occupancy or to build an additional residence
hall. The university is now planning for
the construction of a new facility.
Over the past few years Eastern has resea rched what students would like in a new
residence hall, what location would be preferable, and established a "layout and cost
proposal." In researching this article, the
point that "we are very much in the preliminary stages" was emphasized by sev-

A The increased number of students living on campus may force
construction of a new residence hall in the near future.
era! of the people who agreed to be interviewed.
There are several impressive and surprising facts in the proposal. The possible locations are both accessible to disabled students with mobility limitations. The existing plans include no addition to dining
services. Dave McKay, the director of dining services, states that there are "plans and
proposals in conjunction with the new residence hall to examine the possibility of
modifying hours of all locations and enhance to better utilize Tawanka."
The Tawanka projects are still before the

capitol improvement committee. Finally,
the plans are emphasizing building community with "pods" of several rooms with
common kitchens
Now that this is in the planning stages
and Eastern is growing to be the largest in
its history, it would be nice to know when
the new residence hall will be built. Interviews are scheduled with several Eastern
officials over the next week to establish
what will trigger Eastern to build a new
residence hall, the timeframe of construction and what Eastern will do during the
period before the dorm.
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Coming soon...
John L1chorob1ec
OnltneEduor

Yes, it's true. Afrer a few aboned attempts at
bringing the Easterner into the 21" century we
are finally proud to announce that your college
newspaper will now be available both in print
and in cyberspace November 6. The staff here
looks forward to being on the cutting edge of
electronic publishing and bringing the benefits
of being technologically in tune with the campus.
The temporary site is now open at http://
www.easterneronline.com. Just for visiting
the site, yo u can drop an e-mail at
easterneronlineinfo@yahoo.com and you will
be entered into the drawing to win a ponable
MP3 player.
There will also be content unique to
easterneronline that can't be found anywhere

else. There will be onli ne chat roo':'s;
you can sign up for personalized e-mail
(for yo ur whole life) with

GET ON IT!

Ill U ~ the student up to da:e and informed.

't E
.,.1-l ~-rtA
O~L J.,
j.,1,'-Q

Our me 1s very user fnendly and allows
you to find what you want, when)1'.l~
~
~ ever you want 1t. We will also
as your e-mail ad- ~~
~ haveacampuseventscal~ ~~ ~
~~~~
conduct regular
students informed
poll_s on issues that
~
on the latest campus
are important to stuevents.
dents.
~
Also, being on line alBeing online allows us
lows us to run articles with
to bring the news that you
fewer restrictions than in our
want to see and read directly to
print edition. This gives you, the
you as soon as it happens as opreader, more of the content that you
posed to reading
want, plus links to

VI s IT us f7\.1"1'1
t J.
t~en~s;~~~WWW.EASTERNERONLINLCOM

about it up to a
week late_r in our
pnn t ed1-

other sites to provide more i_nformauon.

Tum

to CampusEngine.com, an Internet company
based out of Folsom, Calif., this will all be made
possible. A revenue sharing plan has been put
into place that allows for Campus Engine to
design the site and front the start-up costs involved in return for advenisement revenue sharing. Working with Campus Engine allows us to
provide more content t hat would be possible
otherwise.
Look for free t-shins and other paraphernalia
to promote the Easterner's jump to the World
Wide Web tonight at the Homecoming parade,
and on Saturday at the tailgate party before the
football game.
We want to know what you want to be included in the website, so your feedback is important to us.
Drop us a line at
easterneremail@yahoo.com and include in the
subject heading: Online feedback, so your ideas
can be incorporated into the site.

Gender gap grows in computer science field
U-W1re
Princeton University prepared Erin Mulder
'98 to work in a male-dominated field. Two years
ago, Mulder was one of only six women to graduate from the computer science departn1ent in a
class of 38 majors. Now she runs the technology department of whispernumber.com, an
Internet group that is creating waves in the business world and was recently featured in
Newsweek.
And the phenomenon that Mulder experienced two years ago has not gone away.
Engineering schools and other science-based
majors have long struggled to attract female
undergraduates to their ranks. But during the
last five years, interest in computer science has
exploded as the job market for programmers
and Web designers has become increasingly lucranve.
And that's something that should appeal to
both women and men - or at least one would

"When I first thought of taking[COS] 126 I
thought to myself,' Are you crazy?' "Mirza said
about the introductory-level programming
course. "I asked people. They said, 'It's a really
hard class. I don't think you can handle it.'"
"If I were a guy, maybe it would've been a
different answer," added Mirza, who is now a
lab assistant for several computer science courses,

including COS 126.
Many of these lowered expectations take
shape before women arrive at the university level.
Girls are taught at an early age that they should
avoid work that involves mathematics,Jennifer
Ganzi '01, a computer science major, said.
"Traditionally, girls have steered away from
all things mathematical, and, in a way, are taught
not to like anything that involved numbers
through the media, peer pressure and even in
some cases high school and middle school teach-

gramming systems. "Computer games are very
male-oriented, and there's not much of marketing toward girls."
Armed with greater experience using computers, boys are more comfortable and familiar
with programming, even at a young age. By the
time they reach the high school level, girls become discouraged by what they perceive as a huge
gap between their knowledge of computers and
that of their male counterparts.
Still, LaPaugh said she does not consider this

an adequate excuse for Princeton's low number
of female computer science majors. "A lot of
people point at the [differences in) high school
experience," she said. "That's a very hard thing
to work around, but it doesn't take the institution off the hook."
Some women who want to close the knowledge gap believe they have a daunting task ahead
of them.

see "gender gap," DIii 5

ers/' she said in an e-mai l.

Women who major in computer science often come from special circumstances that encour-

think.

aged them to develop their interests in math-

In recent years, Princeton's computer science
classes have been dominated by male majors. ln
last year's graduating class, for instance, only two
of the 37 computer science concentrators were
female. And though the numbers have rebounded somewhat chis year - eight of 49 seniors and 11 of 51 juniors are women - the
department remains overwhelmingly male.
"Other than the Class of 2000, there is a steady
increase in the number of women," Tina McCoy,
the department's undergraduate coordinator,
said.
An increase, yes - but the era of a maleoriented technology sector is far from over. And
female professors and students alike say that for
women hoping to prove themselves in the maledominated world of computer science, it's still
something of an uphill struggle. Mari yam Mirza
'02 believes that female undergraduates must
often overcome the expectation from their peers
that they simply can't do technical work.

ematics and sciences.

Mulder, fo r instance, had planned on studying physics before switching to computer science
- as did computer science professor Andrea
LaPaugh, who majored in physics as an undergraduate before doing graduate work in computer science at MIT. And for Lee Goddard '01,
computer science became more alluring after her
school received grants to develop programming
classes for students on the honors track.
"Most of the people entering the department
don't have the background I have," Goddard
said. "[Why there aren't more women] is something I've asked myself."
If young girls were simply encouraged to experiment with computers, more of them would
become interested en the field, several professors
and students said.
"I don't think I was ever discouraged, but I
was never encouraged," noted Linda Seiter, who
teaches COS 217, an introductory course in pro-
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Faculty dispute with administration:
''Resolution'' leaves some issues unresolved
Rachel Roman

to the President, responded that it follows certain national trends.
She stated that there have been issues, overthe last few years, in
the United States as to whether there should even be tenure and
On July 1, 2000, a revised contract between the Eastern Wash- if evaluations should be continued.
ington University Board of Trustees and the United Faculty of
One of the main sources of angst for faculty, the three-year
~ast ern was put into effect. The collective bargaining process was activity plan, is not being imposed by Eastern on a whim. Siminoe
m the best interests of the Eastern administration and faculty. states that the NASC make periodic visits to Eastern and sets
However, some new guidelines for faculty, especially tenured fac- standards. During their most recent visit, they indicated that
ulty, have been met with distaste.
Eastern's process for evaluating tenured faculty was inadequate.
Flash Gibson, formerly the Vice-Provost for undergraduate EWU needed to perform to an appropriate level. For faculty that
and institutional studies and currently a professor in the Biology requires teaching, research, and service within their field of study.
department, is for the revised contract. He feels that three condiThe Faculty Development Plan requires non-tenured faculty
tions of the contract-the need for professors to devise wish lists to create activity plans discussing how they would try to achieve
of what they want to accomplish within three years, faculty meet- tenure or promotions. However, since tenured faculty members
ing all scheduled classes, and faculty advising students- are needed were not making plans, it was difficult to evaluate thei r perforbecause professors were not always following them. Gibson mance. Under the revised contract, tenured professo rs need to
believes the contract is a positive step, but sympathizes with dis- make activity plans and submit them for approval to the Dean
gruntled professors.
and chair of their departments. Non-tenured professors need to
He thinks the problem is that the majority of upset faculty submit theirs to the Provost as well.
members are tenured professors. Tenure means that they are
Siminoc mentions that faculty members still have a lot of
guaranteed lifetime employment. It is difficult for them to be autonomy. "They decide what they want to research and do on a
fired. It takes a professor six years, and a lot of evaluation, to daily basis, and they still have control overthe curriculum."
receive tenure.
"The hard part is that people are expected to follow it," Gibson
"An important tool of management is lost with tenured fac- says, "it's hard because it's a change in how we do business."
ulty because they are important, professional people," Gibson
He responded that some faculty members mention that it is
remarks.
an insult to their credit as tenured professors. "Facult y are pretty
When told of the disagreeable anitude some faculty members independent. They want to be treated as professionals and go
expressed overthe revised contract,Jud.ith Siminoe, the Associate about doing their jobs as they see fit."
The contract changes the independence
aspects of the faculty's jobs. Gibson said that
the fundamental difference is that they are told
FREE
ANALYSIS
they have to perform tasks, rather than being
trusted to do them.
"Some faculty have a work idea of 'who
are you to tell me how to do my job'?" Gibson
claims.
The way Gibson views the contract is
mixed because of his different positions at
Eastern within the last year. As an administratiim employee, Gibson would want to make
sure the contract was enforced, but as a faculty
member he wishes they would not exert it.
Ted Ono, President of the United Faculty
of Eastern [UFE], which is a local union afCALL A.G. EDWARDS TODAY FOR A FREE
filiated with the National Education AssociaPERSONALIZED ANALYSIS,
tion [NEA] and the American Federation of
Teachers [AFll, sympathizes and understands
The choices you m ake about receiving your retirement plan
the faculty's perspective. However, Ono
money can hnve major impact on your financial security. And there
states, Washington's legislature says they need
are so many things to consider!
to increase accountability for faculty.
• Rollover versus lump sum
• Your pension payment
"The state is requiring greater accountabildistribution
options
ity of all state employees," Otto claims the
• Mandatory distributions
• The efTecL~ or inflation
legislature wants faculty to show them what
• Tax consequences, including
they do. "Most don't like it because they've
penalti es
never had to do it before."
An A.G. Edwards financial consullanl can help
In order to maintain the university's acyou sort through the decisions you'rP facin g
creditation, faculty must be reviewed and acand assist you in sele,ling the right investcountable. The mission of the separate dements for you and your retirement funds.
partments is that the professors get to have a
Call today for your no-obligation,
lot of input and need to discuss with each
Donald L Culler
personalized analysis on handling
Vice Prcmdenl•lm es1men11other the goal within their department. He
your rclircmenl plan money.
remarks that everyone needs to be collegial
and cooperative.
501 N Ri,crpoint lllvd .. Suite 424
The need for a revised contract arose, acSpokane. W/\ 99202
509-4~6-3344
cording to Siminoe, because the old contract
800-~01-92H
[which would have expired on June 30, 2001]
www agedwards.com
had many problems. The decision to renegoMon-bwSJPC 199SIA.0.Edw~&Sons. lncRepo,t,,,

WHAT'S THE BEST WAY
TO RECEIVE YOUR

RETIREMENT PLAN MONEY?

tiate parts of the old contract was voted in by the union and the
administration .
"The old contract was kind of a fluke," Siminoe states, "There
was no statute that autho rizes four-year uni versities to recognize
faculty unions o r bargain with those unions. "
Nevertheless, there was no statute saying the university could
not bargain with the union. The President of Eastern, Marshall
E . Drummond, was a supporter of collective bargaining between
the administration and faculty union. Despite having no statute
for collective bargaining, the university employed that technique
when devising the old contract.
The old contract had various flaws, which made it difficult to
take seriously; hence, people cl.id not feel they had to follow it
fully. In the late 1970s, Siminoe explained, a policy was developed
about teaching units. An appe ndix was formed and the faculty
workload was based on that formula. Many colleges did not
change and follow the formula. Some work revisions were not
enforced, and there were no penalties for not enforcing them.
Siminoe clearly stated that this was a problem. "A contract
should be concrete," she exclaimed. The old contract was superfluous in many ways. It contained a lot of flowery language that
was easily misconstrued. For example, in the old contract's dispute resolution process, the definition of dispute was broad.
"It was a misrepresentation of the policy," Siminoe remarks.
The administration and UFE tried to make the new provisions more enforceable with clear and concrete language. "It's not
perfect, there are still some problems, but it is a much improved
agreement," Siminoe states.
Among these imperfections are two incomplete issues, those
of workload and compensation. There w ill be further consultations concerning these issues, and the revised contract has a stipulation that states it is always possible to reopen the contract for
further negotiations.
"In every contract, you solve a problem that occurred in the
old one," Otto says," An old contract acts as a stepping stone for
anew one."

Gender Gap: "major'' problems
Frompage4
"Compared to othe r majors, there's a disparity. Some people
have had a lot of it in high school. These people are really way
ahead, and that's very intimidating," Mirza explained. "I've never
met a girl who is one of these people, and that tends to scare
other girls off."
LaPaugh noted she bas encountered more women coming
into Princeton w ith less experience in programming than men.
Of these women, the ones who persevere through introductory
courses such as COS 126 with experienced programmers must
often work harder to prove themselves to their peers. For example, disproportionate numbers of minorities and girls who
haven't had prior training in programming anend help sessions,
said Inna Barmash '01, a lab teaching assistant.
Prospective female computer science majors must often deal
with a computer science culture that some females described as
distinctly male.
"My explanation back then for the few numbers of women
was that the personalities of guys and girls are different," Kathleen
Guinee '95 said. "Computer science is a very social major, with
everyone in the lab working on a program. Guys talk trash and
until a girl realizes the guy is talking trash and that she is actually a
bener programmer, it can be very intimidating."
"Women don't boast as quickly as men do," added Guinee,
who is studying at Harvard's graduate school of education after
working for several years as a technology consultant for American
Management Systems.
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Website dispute: council aims for control ofportion
Tracy Stephens

I lolsing found herself wanting to have access

£ist.t.'Y1u..'YRt.porter

to the student government web page in an ef-

ASE WU President, Bree Holsing met ,virh
Vice President for Student Affairs, Brian Lev,nStankevich, on Tuesday, and found that the student council's desire to gain control over their
web site is not as far off as was first anticipated.
According to Holsing, the counsel has been
looking into what other universities are doing
about student accessibility to their campus web
sites, and has found that all but one university
in the state of Washington, as well as Big Sky
Schools, are putting the control of student organization web pages in the hands of students.
Counsel members hope to take the responsibility out of the hands of the Administrators,
and into the hands of the students.
"The web site is more accessible to students,
if a student works on it,'" said Holsing. "This
will empower responsibility, as well as educate
the clubs and organizations on maintaining a
web page. "
This idea was brought about last year, when

fon to tell students what she was working on,
but her request was denied, due to the fact that
the University does not allow students to update or operate the web pages. This is what the
student council intends to change with their
proposal including disclaimers for links, council responsibility, and website theme compliance, which is expected to be completed winter
quaner.
"We hope to present our proposal in a way
that it can't be turned down," said Holsing. "It
seems that the university is going to be supportive and work with us."
As it is now, the university can regulate what
is put on the various organizations' web pages,
but the student council hopes that eventually
clubs will be able to responsibly control their
own websites.
"'We are a student centered university, so we
want the clubs and organizations web pages to
be formed through the students, by the students, for the students,• said Holsing.

Eastern receives $8.5
million in software grant
Brian Nollette Jr.
RLyatLr

Eastern Wash ington University has received a gift of engineering technolog y
software for its Technology Department
that will enable the unive rsity to p rovide
state-of-the-an computer engineering design experience for its students.
Structura l Dy n amics Research Corporation (SDRC), M il ford, Ohio, has given
25 seats of the commercial release of IDEAS software, with a retail value of $6.5
millio n ($341,000 per seat), making it the
largest single gift-in-kind ever received by
Eastern.
"This gift means we now have a second-to-none enviro'nment we can expose
our students to," said Donald C. Richter,
assistant professor of technology at Eastern and the facultv member who secured
the gift for the ,/niversity. "This is the
kind of so ftware used in design, analysis
and computer-aided manufa ctur ing studies at \1lT, Cornell, Stanford and other
large research universities.
" ome of the companies using this
software include Boeing, Ford, Siemens,
Lockheed 1'1artin and Sonv. •
"We arc grateful and ~ppreciate the
gcncrorny of this gift f ram SDRC," said
Dr. Stephen M. Jordan, president of
Eastern Washington University. "This
gift is a critical first step in equipping the

$22 million state-of-the-art computing
science and engineering technology facility at Eastern that we have submitted to
the Legislature for funding in the upcoming session.
"The gift underscores Eastern's role as
a critical component in leveraging high
technology development in the eastern
region of the srare."
The software will be used in Eastern's
programs in mechanical engineering technology, manufacturing technology, computer engineering technology, design
technology and to some degree in graphics communications. ft allows students
to explore parametric 3D modeling, dynamic simulations, fluid flow simulations, finite element analysis and computer aided manufacturing with machine
tool path simulations.
In the real work world, it increases the
speed and efficiency of the design cycle
for the engineering and manufacturing
industries - the exact industries that
employ Eastern's technology graduates.
"We are beginning to integrate the software into the curriculum right away,• Richter said, "which will give our students
truly world class design experience and
make them even more marketable and
)Ob-ready.'
Eastern's technology students already
have a nearly 100 percent job placement
rate when they graduate.

◄

Eastern's
new Website to
be released in
the future. The
ASEWU is
proposing a
measure that
would allow
them to regain
control of the
ASEWU
portion of the
site
permanently

WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL will have an information table Friday
between 9 a.m. and 12 p.m. at the PUB with Eastern Alumni now working
for them. Ask questions, get company information, and find out if YOUR
future might be with this dynamic company that hires EWU grads
statewide.

YOU DESERVE A HEALTH PLAN THAT CARES
ABOUT MORE THAN JUST YOUR HEAL Tl;I

What do you call a health plan that not only focuses on the
quality of your health , but also on the quality of your life?
Many of your coworkers call it Group Health .
At Group Health, patients can count on having a choice of
many of the best and brightest doctors. With treatment
approaches that are among the best in the world . We also
be lieve that doctors and patients should work together when
maki ng decisions about health care . For these reasons and
more, Group Health is continually ranked among the nation's
most respected health pla ns.
If this is the kind of health care experience you want , call
800-448-4140 or contact your benefits offi ce today .

Group
Health
@Cooperative

L __

\'lWw.ghc.org
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EWU professor, author receives death
threat for recent book publication
Rachel Roman

In the book, Quincy claims that the Hmong harvested that hope of freedom with their
are a displaced people who have difficulties main- betrayal during the secret war in Laos.
taining land. They had inhabited Laos as early
The secret war began with the gathering of
Keith Quincy, the chair of the government as 1750, which was their closest place to being a Vietnamese in Laos to organize a communist
depanment at Eastern Washington University, homeland. The Hmong have been taken ad- party. According to Quincy, Dwight D.
vantage of by numerous cultures, including the Eisenhower informed John F. Kennedy that
has received death threats over his new book
the United States' largest concern was the com"Harvesting Pa Chay's Wheat: The Hmong and Chinese, French, British, and Americans.
"Th is book will help people understand munist rising in Laos, not the conflict in VietAmerica's Secret War iq Laos." A ponion of
the Hmong tribe, of which he writes, disap- who these people are and what they've been nam. Laos' importance, Americans assumed,
was that all
proves of this book and the secrets he uncov- through,"
of Southers within its pages. Ch;istopher Howell, the Howell says,
'This book will help people understand who east Asia
Director of the EWU Press and publisher of "They have
would fall to
Quincy's book, called the FBI because of the undergone
these people are and what they've been
commutremendous
numerous death threats to Quincy. The threats
through. They've undergone tremendous
nism if Laos
stopped in May of 2000. Suspicions have it suffering,
historically."
did. The
suffering,
historically"
that the on-going FBI case intimidated the
T h e
United
Hmong for the time being.
book's title is
States
Most of the death threats are a result of
Christopher Howell vowed to do
information given in the book about one of a metaphor
Director of £WU Press whatever
regarding
the Hmong leaders, Vang Pao. "The Hmong
America's sethey could,
are upset that their national hero is being discret war in Laos. Pa Chay was a great Hmong including allot funds for the Laotian military,
played in an ill light," states Joelean Copeland,
leader in the Hmong rebellion with the French to aid the Laotian fight with the Pathet Laos,
the Managing Editor of the EWU Press.
from 1918-1921. The Hmong defeated the which were Laotian communists. The LaoQuincy had 80-90 informants whose names
French forces and occupied an area of western tians, despite enormous aid from the U.S.,
were, originally, in the book. After the death
Vietnam that Pa Chay had carved out for them. continued to lose. United States officials bethreats, Quincy struck all of their names from
The French broke the Hmong rebellion in came frustrated.
the book as a precaution for their lives. Prior
In 1958, Nonh Vietnamese communists
1921 , and assassins killed Pa Chay.
to the publication of the book, Quincy had
According to Hmong legend, a new flower entered Laos and began construction of the
sent manuscripts to Vang Pao and some of
bloomed in the spring following Pa Chay's Ho Chi Minh Trail. They defeated the Laotian
his affiliates to validate its accuracy. The Hmong
death. The Hmong called it "Pa Chay's Wheat", government and installed their own governsent it back, claiming that they did not like the
and they viewed it with hope that they would ment as a means to protect the Trail. The
manuscript's contents but it was factual.
soon be free and have their own state. America United States became increasingly concerned,
especially regarding the Trail, but they were
unable to find sufficient military forces.
During the 1940s, the French had become
sponsors of the Hmong opium monopoly
because they needed 60 tons of opium. This
made the Hmong the largest suppliers in the
drug trade during the '60s and '70s. After the
French depanure, the Hmong were left to distribute the large amounts of drugs on their
own. When the United States entered Laos to
defeat communism, in order to win Hmong
allegiance, the CIA helped the Hmong get their
drugs to the market.
In 1961, Bill Lair, a CIA agent stationed in
Thailand, went into Laos. He had spent ten
years working on counter insurgency in Thailand and had succeeded with his research. He
was sent to Laos to work with the Hmong in
You Deserve a Gorgeous SMILE!
the fight to defeat communism. Lair approached a greatly respected Hmong colonel
by the name of Vang Pao. Lair requested that
\\ifh comprthtn!Jht nt~ patitnl uam
i-rR)S & dt1rnin~
Vang Pao attempt to recruit some of the
(ltt:lh "hittnin~ ulue S-450)
Hmong to fight in a military effon against the
communists. Vang Pao was able to secure approximately 50,000 Hmong.
Kenneth J. Collins, D.D.S.
Curiously, the twelve clans in the I Imong
Kenneth M. Collins, D.D.S.
tribe do not get along, and it is difficult to
persuade them to consolidate for any cause.
Mamie L. Collins, D.D.S .
In order to convince the Hmong to unite and
Cheney
South Hill
fight, Vang Pao had to buy off members of
(509) 235-8451
(509) 532-111 I
the different clans. To do this, he took the
I
1841 First Street
3 151 E. 28 th St
soldiers' money to Thailand to have it conCheney, WA 99004
vened. Once American dollars were convened
Spokane, WA 99223
to Thai Bhat, then Vang Pao's men would skim
Visit our website at www.collinsfamilydds.com
a bit from that amount. When the Bhat was
Rqxmer
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exchanged for Lao Kip, then they would remove currency from that as well. Vang Pao,
also, sold drugs at the market for funds.
With the scammed money, Vang Pao would
pay civil servants in his own government that
he was creating. He made the clans dependent
on him by providing them with jobs, money,
and positions. As a result, the clans united
and fought for Vang Pao.
The new military, trained by Lair, had openended funding from the United States. The
CIA built up the military to approximately
40,000 Hmong guerillas. With the vast
amounts of funding and training by Lair, the
Hmong began to defeat the Pathet Laos. The
military was able to hold back three divisions
of Nonh Vietnamese regulars (30,000-45,000)
for ten years. They killed hundreds of thousands of Nonh Vietnamese.
The secr!!t war in Laos is considered the best
and largest CIA operation in history. In 19701972, most of the air power in Vietnam went
to the seer.et war in Laos instead of the official
Vietnam War. This made Laos the most
bombed country in history. It bad more bombs
in total tonnage than World War II's Pacific and
European bombardments combined.
[n 1973, the United States signed an agreement with the Nonh Vietnamese to pull out
of Laos . They later informed Laos that they
were leaving; the U.S. evacuated Laos and
stopped the military funding and CIA suppon.
As a result, the Hmong had to clash with the
Pathet Laos on their own with few supplies.
By the end of the war, SO percent of the
military was comprised of Thais. Hmong between the ages of 20 and 40 were mostly dead
because of disease or the war. The people
were so desperate for soldiers that they recruited
twelve-year-old children to fight. 30 percent
of the Hmong people died from the war and
another 10 percent died when the Communists took over Laos in 1975. Many desperate
Hmong left or attempted to escape Laos.
Numerous Hmong became refugees in Thailand. Feeling responsible for the Hmong overthrow, the United States offered citizenship in
the United States to all the Hmong. Some
Hmong accepted, while 50 percent stayed behind.
Quincy's book follows the Hmong refugees to Thailand and then to the United States,
where approximately 250,000 are residing today. They are one of the United States' newest
minorities. They still operate under tribal influences in the U.S. Most recently, when the
Hmong arrived in Penland, some staned turning apanment complexes into villages.
Vang Pao continues to exen influence on
the Hmong from his headquarters located
within the United States. The fraudulent general has broken quite a few laws in the U.S. as
well. He has raised money from the Hmong
under the deceit that there is a continuing war
in Laos. He has made Laotians located in
camps in Thailand remain there instead of coming to the United tates to trick the Hmong
out of their money.
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Generation Next to spend
decade in Coke withdraw!
Jennifer Harrington
&litor

Aseditor oftheEastemer,Icarneinto
the office quite a bit over the summer to
get prepared for the corning school year.
Over my past two years working for the
paper, I had become quite dependent on
the Coke machine outside our door to
satisfy my Mr. Pibb addiaion. Several times
a day, I would make my way out to Big
Red to get my fix.
One day in mid-July, I was devastated
when I turned the cornerto find my trusty
Coke supplier sitting forlornly in the corner, his front panel darkened and his cord
lying limply on the marble floor of the
H"J1\reaves Hall front lobby. In the place
that was once devoted to the glory of his
presence, there was an imposter.
As if laughing in the face of my pain,
sorrow, and needle-like craving, the red,
white and blue Pepsi logo glared back at
me from the bright lights of the monster
standing before of me.
I looked back at my old friend that had
seen me through many a late layout night
and he stared lifelessly back at me.
I was instantly en.raged. I did some
research and found a few things out. During my first phase of research I learned
that Eastern had just signed a campus•
wide, decade-long contract with Pepsi as
its sole soft-drink provider. In fact, the only
place on campus that my fellow students
and I can purchase Coca-Cola products is
in The Eagle Shop, since written into the
Pepsi/EWUcontractisaclausesayingthat
20 percent of soft drink space in Eastern's
on-campus convenience store is to be for
non-Pepsi products. This served only to
fan the Games and enrage me further.
Who did they think they were? What
had ever happened to freedom of choice?
Weren't monopolies illegal? Didn't we as
students come to college to expand our
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horizons andcultivare new options? Who
the hell wants to walk clear across campus
to buy a soda? I was ready to rip the ad-

o~ 'fuur

new contract was sought out.

After talking to Rick Romero, associate vice president for building services, I
learned that the university, until recently,
had three separate contr.Jets with soft drink
companies. One for dining services [Pepsi1
another for vending (Coke), and yet an·
otherfor athletics (Coke). This atleast af.
forded the students some choice, but was
hardly profitable for Eastern, who contacted Pepsi and Coke to see if the two
parties would be willing to compete fora
campus-wide contract. They both agreed
Pepsi, partly because they have a local
bottling plant in Spokane, was able to give
the university afar lower bid The university is required to takethelowest bid They
could have backed out and decided not to
go campus wide after all, having the two
companies bid for separate smaller contracts. But Eastern didn't do this.
Instead, they exchanged our freedom
of choice and expression for advertising
rightsandexclusivitykic:kbocks.Inexchange
for letting Pepsi brainwash us into using
their produas for the rest of our lives, Eastern gets a cash bonusaswellasadvenising

1

signature and telephone number for veri:
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ministration a new one.

But then, being the rational, logical
human being that I am I decided to do a
little more research so as not to sound like
a babbling idiot who had no clue of what
she was talking about. Big mistake from
the point-of-view of an opinion writer.
What I learned [although rather enlightening]was far from enOarning. In fact,
it served as nothing more than spittle to
douse my raging inferno. I am still angry
about having my freedom of choice taken
away and am even less happy to have to
reson to drinking Mountain Dew to sat·
isfy my caffeine cravings, but while I don't
agree with it, I do understand why the
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Welcome to Pepsi U.
for athletic events on Pepsi cans, bottles
and fountain cups, as well as on vending
machine fronts and Pepsi delivery truck panels around the Nonhwest. It is good for the
university to get exposure, and I'm sure
this contract has something to do with the
university's n,centenrollment goals. Burro
what expense? Or should I say gain?
Over the nex~ 10 years, the university
will be getting a figurative sum of about
$3,146,713 fromthePepsiBottlingGroup.
Romero said that this number is deceiving and the guaranteed money they will
actuallyreceivetotalsonlyabour$1;2€i,,Cf12
This nwnber includes Eastern's exclusivity bonus of $328,495 and commissions
from vending sales equaling $937,600.
Pepsi is offering Eastern a program,
potentiallywonh $236,420, where special
Eagle athletics vending machines would
be placed in Eastern alumni or booster
businesses and the commission would
be donated to the EWUFoundation. The
projected value of free advenising that the
university could receive from the Pepsi Bottling Group total another $655,CXXl. EWU

will get an additional bonus of about
$684,401 if Pepsi sales on campus rise
above a minimum amount.
''Bearuseofour 10.yeanehtti.onship,these
are some of the benefits we could get," said
Romero, of the no~teed amounts.
The final $304,800 is the money Pepsi
is required to spend to supply Eastern
equipment to dispense their products;
moneythe univer.ity won't actually receive.
''Becausetheyweremakingabid,Pep;i
was trying to make the number look as
large as possible," said Romero.
After finding all of this out I am still
rather pissed off, but it is understandable
whyEasternchosethisdeal. Themarhlooks
nice on paper, and it is exciting to see Eastem's
name on produas produced by a fonune
SOOcompany, but it doesn'tlook so good in
the everyday lives ofEastern's students.
I could be wrong though. Maybe everybody else on campus has time to take out
of their busy lives to walk all the way across
campus to The EagleShopeverytirnethey
have a Coke craving, but I sure don't but
I'm pretty sure nobody else does either.

The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves# 1 I 9
Cheney, WA 99004
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Homecoming events in full swing
~mon Pech

battle was fought over a gargantuan Monopoly
board.
The best events are yet to come. According to
Ennis, who has been involved with Eastern for
eleven years as a student and now as a professional staff member, the dance Saturday night
and the parade on Thursday are the two 'must
see' events.
For those young-at-heart, today is probably your day. The parade, pep rally, bonfire
and bed races are all set for tonight. The parade will begin in parking lot twelve and continue on to down town Cheney. The night
will end with the bed sheets a flyin' in the 14°

The homec~ming celebration started early this
";eek ;'1th a pamtmg competition and will contmue mto the late hours of the night on Saturday. "This is the largest homecoming we've had.
There ~re more events, more variety, and more
dynamism in this years celebration then those in
the past," said Stephanie Ennis, the director of
student activities.
Already, the eight homecoming teams, which
a_re made up of students (rom such organizations as the Black Student Union Dressler Hall
a_nd Pi Lamda Phi have faced off\n five compe'.
tmons. Yesterday, there were hilarious acts of
shameless gluttony over the noon hour at the
ever-popular team taco-eating contest. Later that
day, in a slightly more cerebral event, another

by the contestants . There are five Eagle
awards, one for each letter of the word eagle.
One such award is the legend award and it is
given to the most memorable contestant.
These awards will be presented along with
the nomination of Mr. And Mrs. Eastern.
If you're an alum there are three events
just for you this year. First there is a get together for the past twenty years of alumni at
the Bayou Brewing Company starting at five
on Friday. At 7:30 there is a slightly more forma! event at the West Coa<at Grand Hotel,
which features fine art by Ivan Munk and
music. Munk's paintings are historic scenes
annual bed race,puton by the Cheney Chamber of of EWU and the band is the Alumni Band.
Commerce.
Lastly, there is the Class of 1950 breakfast
Those of us with a bit more sophistica- reunion in PUB 263 for Golden Alums who
tion might want co attend the Homecoming
Pageant in Showalter auditorium on Friday
night at 8p.m. This year the pageant is going
to be five awards given out to the contestants

..& Windowpainting

..& Boxcar racer flies down Elm St.

want to get reacquainted.
The last three events of the week mark the
climax of homecoming celebrations. The pregame or Spirit barbecue starts at 10:30 Saturday at the central mall and costs $3. The game
starts at 12:35. The homecoming dance begins at 9 o'clock and lasts four hours.
"The best thing about {the dance) is that everyone can feel comfortable there. If your new to
Eastern and you want to go with a group of
friends that's great, as well, if you want to make
it a special night for you and a special someone
you can get dressed up and come," said Ennis.
This event, besides the game, will probably be
the most fun. There will be free food, free music
and about 1500 students in attendance.

Books that don't suck: The
Worst-Case Scenario book
1

1

Coeur d Alene s Ultimate
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Adrian Workman
Campus L,fe Editor

Remember last Friday night, when you found
out your best friend was kidnapped at gunpoint
by a maniac? Remember when you sped off after
the jerk in your motorcycle? Thank God you did
not forget your personal copy of "The Worst- Case
Scenario Survival Handbook" [Chronicle Books,
176 pages $14.95]
This is where you learned how to jump from a
motorcycle to a car while moving. You also read
about how to effectively dodge bullets on page
143. Just in case, this prevent-all manual has a
section of how to treat bullet or knife wounds on
page 109.
While the scenarios presented in this
softbound, pocket-sized piece of nonfiction will
[hopefully] never happen, this book will make any
student an instant James Bond. The experts whose
brains were picked are among the ranks of Navy
SEALS, demolition derby drivers , professional
mechamcs, wilderness survivalists, emergency
medics, surgeons, stunt men, skydivers, and pi-

lots. They do not credit the guys fro m t h e MTV show
"Jackass," but there is probably a good reaso n for t h at.
Of the 40 sce narios presented i n t h e book, so me of
the more useful are: How to break into a car [if you have
ever stared longingly at that pair of keys inside your locked
car, as if just glaring at them would guilt them into jumping out of the ignition and unlocking your door], how
to break down a door [when your girlfriend locks you
out], and how to take a punch [say you just found out
the reason why your woman was locking you out was her
250 lb. other boyfriend].
I like this book because I enjoy backpacking a lot, and
bout half the scenarios in the book involve surviving
wilderness survival, whether it be scaring off mountain
lions[don't run; flap out your coat and make threatening
noises], grizzly bears [lie still, be quiet], escaping a swarm
of killer bees [run, run far away, and do not wave your
hands around], wrestling alligators, or warding off a shark
attack.
Buy this book. Even if you do not particularly enjoy
James Bond movies or MacGyver reruns, buy the damn
book. You will at least have a cool book by the crapper, and
you will look like a genius next to the braggart, action-movie
buff standing next to you at that house party.
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Orgy: A
load of
old wind
Korn-constructed
band releases "Vapor
Transmission."
.£ Korn-bred: Orgy's new album, Vapor Transmission is out.
Nick Nash
R,'fXJ>"'!'

When Orgy appeared in 1998 as a five-piece " band" out of
Southern Cali fornia, they became the first band signed to
Elementree Records, the new Reprise-distributed record label
created by the band Korn.
Shonly after being signed, [which happened only six months
after they were conceived] they made a name for themselves by
getting extensive radio time with their hit single, a cover of New
Order's "Blue Monday. " They funhered their name by touring
with Korn and playing that single. The name of that album was
"Candyass." Korn singer Jonathan Davis called it "so mething
fresh and new."
"Candyass" and its attached band, Orgy have the appearance
of being little more than a C D and band created to build a new
label. The band had only been around six mo nth s before they
were signed and in their o wn words, they "didn 't want to go o ut
and play the club circuit and get burned out, playing clubs over
and over for our friends. That would be pointless. We just we nt
in and recorded w ho and w hat we are." They did however begin
touring heavily after their hit single [New O rder cover] gai ned
them extensive radio time.

It is now two years later and Orgy has a new album , "Vapor
Transmission. " Musically, it sounds very much like their first
album with a more robust electronic sound, which [as before] is
based on the guitar-synth, which lends Orgy much of their
"unique" sound and was derived by guitar-synch player Amir
Derakh.
"My personal goal was to twist the guitar to an almost unrecognizable sound. At the time Jay called me up to invite me to
join the Orgy project, I'd become almost bored with the guitar.
I've done so much with it, there seemed to be nothing new, so
I decided to make it all different," explains Derakh.
Altho ugh Orgy does have its self-proclaimed unique sound
on "Vapor Transmission," without a hit cover to drive it into
the mainstream radio market only Orgy diehards will enjoy this
album . From beginning to end , the sound goes almost without change, making o ne wonder exactly how many sounds the
guitar-synth and its "bo red with the guitar" player Derakh are
capable of producing.
The album is n ot given any strength lyrically, especially by
a band t hat h as sa id , "It 's pretty much just all bullshit, we
conjured up a bunch of lies and fairy t ales. " about their lyrics.
With lines like, "She dreams in digital \ cause it 's better than

The Mad Hatter's Society
Paul Moberly

in the classroom. Members meet every week to dis-

Fliptu

cuss the chosen work for that week -not pick it apan

If you have a book that has screamed READ ME lately, take it to
Eastem's newest literarure club: The Mad H atter's Society. As one might
suspect, the club is based around the famous work of Lewis Carroll,
"Alice's Advenrures in Wonderland" Each officer is named after a character from the book.
"We're excited to start this up," said Elaina Meiners, The Mad Hatter.
It seems, however, that the officers have more in common with the
characters than just names. "We're all a little mad here," said The March
Hare,JenniferdeWinrer. The Mad H atter chimed in, "A little craziness is
good for the soul."
Literature societies are not new to Eastern. Two years ago, the original
literarure dub dissolved in a rumored civil war. Resurrected, the Mad
Hatters no"'' have new officers and a renewed vigor fortheir cause: the
love of literarure.
T heir interests are not confined to lengthy and dry classic literature,
but the entire spectrum of writings. The Hatters read everything from
plays to poetry, from mysteries to masterpieces. There is even discussion
about reading cheap romance novels. They are trying to focus on works
outs1de common rum cul um, mostly because of the over-analyzing done

looking for complex symbolism as done in sorr.e
academic literature classes.
"We don't want to come off as snobbish or overly
intellecrual." said David laCombe, The Cheshire Cat.
They definitely aren't. Although made up of seasoned students and literary intellectuals, T he Mad
Hatter's Club members are friendly and open - almost to the point of lunacy
The Mad H atter stresses the universality of membership. "It doesn't maner what major you are." They
have members in such majors as Music, Physics, and
Biology, although many other members are from
the English department. "Come one, come all; the
more the merrier," said The Walrus, Chris Dechter.
Upcoming events are Vic Bobb, English Professor at Whitworth speaking about "Life After
Shakespeare: What You Can Do With an English
Major Besides Teach," today at noon. Check The

Please see Hatter, page12

nothing\ now that control is gone\ it seems unreal" [Fiction-Dreams in Digital] and " Message from Opticon \ Blast
from the fashio n bomb\ So helpless guess what you're out
of ... time" [Opticon] the lyrics are more of a bad attempt at
an enigma as a lie or a fairy tale would have to make some
kind of sense.
As for highlights : If yo u
BICYCLE TIME!
bought the first Orgy album,
listened to every track and enjoy them all, yo u ' re going to
love this album, because it's
full of highlights. All thirteen tracks are full of the Orgy
SUN SCOOTERS $95
sound and style , = and sin ce
they' re rather hard to tell apart
Pre-Owned Bicycles
to the untrained ear t he y
with Warranties
must all be of about the same
Monday-Wednesday-Friday
quality.
Noon--4:00p.m.
As for the rest of the world:
Saturday 9:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
Don 1 t worry, you won't want
10 N. 7th, Cheney
to buy this album, and it won't
235-4575
be played on the radio for long.
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. 421 2nd Street, 2nd & College
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W11ekdays 6:25, 8:30 • Ws11ksnds 2: 15, ,1:20, 6:25, 8:30

SPACE COWBOYS - PG-13
Weekdays 5:45, 8:00 • Weekends 3:20, 5:45, 8:00
$3.50 matinees, children and seniors• $3.50 students with ID
$5.00 general admission after 6·00 p. m

We feature the Endless Bucket of Popcorn & Pop
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Tim Meadows as
''The Ladies Man''
Saturday Night Live veteran finally takes
popular skit to theaters, and funny bone
The sad reality of life is that though most of us would like
to think otherwise, the majority of people don't do anything
that notable, anything epic, or even anything really, really cool.
_
Most of us live ho-hum lives .
. But not Leon Phelps [Tim Meadows] in "The Ladies Man." This film gives us a glimpse of what
a life _mo~t of us on! y dream of could be like. A life of epic proportions, lived to the fullest, leaving
a lasting impact on society.
OK, maybe not. Actually, scratch most of that, but it is a pretty darn funny movie, which is all it
was intended to be in the first place.
The film starts out with a brief biography of Phelps and then goes on to several of his not-sosocially acceptable responses to phone-in questions about love-the basis of the Ladies' Man
character played by Meadows on Sarurday Night Live. Phelps' responses to the questions are shock'.ng [but h1lanous] to say the least, and result in Phelps getting fired and forced to search for a new
Job. The JOb search is fruitless, so the Ladies' Man resorrs to the only thing he knows how to do. In
his words "I'm just gonna screw and wait for somethin' to randomly happen."
And indeed something does randomly happen-he receives a love note from one of his numerous ex-lovers ... and she's rich. The meat and potatoes of the film is basically Phelps trying to find
out which one of his lady friends sent him the note so he can hook it up and take the easy ride for
the rest of his life. Throw in a group of men [whose wives have been Phelps' "sweet thangs"]
hunting him and you've got all the makings of a .. .uh ... well, a not-so-great plot.
But who cares? It's a comedy! Tell me about how ingenious the plots have been for other
comedies. Stumped? That's because the plots in a comedy like this one aren't important. Notice
how in most good comedies you can talk about "that one scene where ... " without going in to too
much of the background? All comedies like this have a character with some quirk that makes him or
her funny to watch go through everyday life. That is where the comedic value of "The Ladies' Man"
can be found-not in the plot or the development of the other characters. No one sits in a comedy
wondering what is going to happen next-the audience is waiting for the next funny thing, and
there are plenty of funny
l "thangs" in this film.
The only man in the movie
who really matters is Phelps,
and Meadows does a shameless job of portraying the sex-

StevenJ. Barry
Local Ladies' Man

r - - - - - - - - - - - - -

J

Sundae's
99¢

.£ Tim Meadows as Leon Phelps, aka The Ladies' Man
crazed fool trying to caress his way through life the only way he knows how: by dishing out all the
sweet lovin' the ladies can handle, and dealing with the adverse consequences later. Besides all that,
this is one film that anyone could enjoy after a few glasses of Courvoisier [the Ladies' Man's special
Cognac].
On a slightly negative note, this is one film that was sorely misrepresented by its advertising. In
the ads, Phelps is portrayed as a man who thinks he's the DJ with the most, but really doesn't have
a clue. There are a few things he is clueless about, but the ladies in the film can't seem to keep their
hands off of him. There are also scenes that appeared in the advertisements (that looked funny},
but not in the film.
The film also shows Meadows' versatility as an actor; he comes across as an old hand, even
though this is his first fearure film. H opefully, in keeping with the SNL tradition, The Ladies' Man
will lead to other roles for Meadows.

Four christian bands Rawl< out
at the Big Dipper last Thursday
Brian Triplett
CopyEduor

Limit 1
Limit one coupon per customer per order.
_

"If my mom is here, could she please bring the guitar to the stage?"
It was one of those beautiful rock and roll moments. The young
91 J 1• Stre•~ Cheney
man on the Big Dipper's stage was a member of a local Christian rock
_ _
~up!! e~es,!_Dv~er,:_Z00.2_ _ _ _
band called the Driven. The audience didn't know what to expect from
the four Valley Christian
High School students after
that awkward beginning,
but what they heard was
the Christian gospel mesI853 IST Street
sage filtered through the
(across from Excell Foods)
medium of Seventies-influenced alternative rock.
They rose above their relative youth and inexperience
Quality chiropractic treatment for your
to put on a solid set of
back pain, neck pain, and headaches
grunge-flavored music
made memorable by the
Friendly hometown atmosphere
• lead guitarist's tasteful playCall for free consultation
• mg and the rhythm guitar• ist/singer's Layne Staley-
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235-2122
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esque vocals.
The Driven was the first of four Christian bands who
played at the Big Dipper on Thursday, October 12 at a
show sponsored by RAWK the Inland Northwest. The
other groups were local fan favorites Buddy Ruckus, Nashville-based Haole, and the headlining act Redline.
Buddy Ruckus recently rerurned from a ten-day tour of
Southern Russia that was part of a missionary trip organized by Calvary Chapel of Spokane. The quartet played
songs from their Substant Records debut CD "Time
Enough At Last." Bassist Marquis Ashley and guitarist
Brian Ortize were experiencing health problems, but they
were able to sing well enough to put on another great
show.
The band is rounded out by Matt Lentz on guitar and
Nick Tibbets on drums. Their music is mostly propulsive, punk-tinged "emo rock" that would appeal to fans
of the Foo Fighters, the Clash, and bands such as MxPx.
Despite experiencing a minor setback when Nick accidentally knocked over bis snare drum [prompting Matt to
suggest that "God must not want us to play that song any

Please see Concert, page 12
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Rawk Concert: Redline, Haole, Buddy Ruckus, and The Driven play a show
From page 11
talked about his sister, who was in the
Haole was the next band to take

more"], they played an impressive set
of well-arranged material. Songs such
as "Good Morning" and "End of
Me" dealt with the essential tenets of
the Christian faith through deceptively
simple, highly effective lyrics.
Marquis Ashley was the only member of any of the bands who directly
spoke to the audience about Christianity and the doctrine of salvation. He

hospital at the time, and used the anecdote as a springboard to discuss
what being a Christian means to him.
Marquis' perspective is as clear and direct as his lyrics. "The way my life was
going ... I should be dead, or in jail
somewhere. God saved me ... If you
don't know Him, you should get to
know Him. He has good things for
you."

the stage. Their self-titled debut CD
"Haole" is a collection of ambient,
textural songs similar to the works of
My Bloody Valentine and Radio head.
The singer has a voice much like
Morrisey's, so Echo and the
Bunnyman fans would probably dig
their material. Live, their sound is
more raw and frenetic. Front man
Mason Ian's stage antics might put off
some people, but it was cool seeing
him exploit rock cliches such as picking his guitar strings with his teeth.
Somehow, the combination of overly

RETIREMENT

.£ The band Buddy Ruckus. Triplett knows these guys.

Hatter: Eastern 'sown literatis say More is Merrier
From page 10
Focus for the location. Also today during
their normal meeting, they' re showing the
film "The Dead Poet's Society." The Society plans on having activities like these often and will post them in The Focus.

The Mad Hatter's Society meets
Thursdays at 1:00 in Paterson 250A, the
English Department Lounge. For more
information, contact Dr. Logan, The
Chief Oyster.

Don't be Misled!
Cheney Travel made the A list
for Servicing state travelers.

tr
For friendly, competent,
knowledgeable service, give us a

call. 235-8417

INS.URAN(E

busy drumming, loud bass guitar,
RAWK the Inland Northwest is a
Ian's British-sounding vocals and gui- non-profit organization with the
tarist Jes~e Palmer doing unusual mono "Nobody RAWKS harder than
things such as using a small tape player God!" They hope to start working
to create sound effects through his with Spokane-area churches in the fuguitar pickups adds up to a cathartic ture in order to bring more Christian
wash of sound.
..,..artists to the Inland Northwest. For
The headlining act was Redline. more information, they can be reached
They are currently touring with Haole through their web site at http:/I
to support their second CD "Super- members.ncbi.comlsmz/inilb,gdipperl
nova." Their sound is comparable to rawka.html. Redline has a web site at
Korn and Rage Against the Machine. http://www. redlineplaneLcom. Buddy
Redline songs tend to start out with Ruckus can be reached through their
gentle introductions and abruptly shift web site http://buddyrnckus.com, and
toward a harsher rap/ rock sound They there is also information about them
also have industrial elements in their at the Substant Recordings web site
sound that might appeal to Orgy fans. http://www.s11bstantnet

MUTUAL FUNDS

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
rs through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
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And your contrrbutrons to SRAs grow und1min1shed
by taxes untrl you withdraw the funds.• Add to that
TIAA-CREF's solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

payroll plan

(Foe a comp1etc 1iat of approwd agencies,
p1eaao look at

TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it ·sooner.
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Serving the community since 1978_
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Eagles striving to win homecoming matchup
.
As much good fonune as Eastern Washington University has had in the Big Sky Conference th us far, so has been the level of misfornme for Sacramento State. The Hornets will be
trying to put three heart-breaking losses behind
them while the Eagles
will try to continue the
momentum created by
two narrow conference
wins w hen they entertain
Sac State Saturday at
12:35 p.m. at Woodward
CAL ST. SACRAMENTO
VS
Siadium in Cheney,
EASTERN WASHINGTON Wash.
Al"WOODWAno s IADIUM
The marquee
SATURDAY, 12:35p.m.
event of the 74th annual
GTE Wireless Homecoming at EWU, this week's game will be televised live regionally to 2.5 million homes on
Fox Spans Net. Eastern is 42-28-3 in 73 previous homecoming games with a three-game winning streak.
With four conference games in the next
four weeks, the Eagles are 3-1 at the halfway
point of their conference schedule. But the last
two wins are by the slightest of margins - 2014 over Montana State on Oct. 7
and 27-24 in double ovenime
against Weber State on Sept. 23.
To defeat winless Montana State,
Eastern needed a second-half
shu tout by their defense and a
67-yard touchdown return by
Alvin Tolliver after a blocked field
goal by Julian Williams.
In t he Weber State gam e,
Eastern put together a game-ty-

ing touchdown drive to score with 16 seconds
left in regulation, then needed a field goal by
Tray Griggs to beat the Wildcats in the second
ovenime.
Much like the Eagles, a few plays here and
there and the conference record for the Hornets
could be much different. Sacramento State lost
to Montana 24-20 after leading 20-0 at halftime,
with the deciding play an errant pitch that was
returned for a touchdown by the Grizzlies. The
Hornets led Portland State 23-13 entering the
fo unh quarter before fal ling 35-23. The othe r
conference loss for the Hornets was a narrow, 4139 loss to Idaho State. Eastern, now 4-3 overall
with a pair of losses to NCAA Division 1-A
teams, had six turnovers in a 41-23 loss to Boise
State last week. The Hornets are coming off a 2413 home victory over Montana State to improve
their season record to 4-3 .
This week's game could see a few records
fall. With 6,001 career rushing yards, Sacramento's
State's Charles Roberts is just 193 yards from
breaking the NCAA Division I-AA career record.
Eastern return specialist Lamont Brightful is looking for one more kickoff return for a touchdown
that would tie him forthe I-AA career record in

Someday,

STANDINGS

EWU
Idaho St.
Weber St.
Ca/SI. Sac.
Northern Arizona
Cal St. Northridge
Montana St.

3-0
3-0
3-1
3-2
3-2
2-3
1-3
0-4
0-3

A with an average of 172.0 yards per game. Brock
Forsey, who had just 12 yards on 13 carries
against t he Eagles, was 26th in I-A with an average of 97.4 yards per game. Slogan Fits #3: Besides t he record watch of Charles Records, we
mean Roberts, Eastern could see a couple of
records of its own fall t his week.
Senior defensive end Jeff Allen had a halfsack versus Boise State, giving him 8 1/2 for t he
season in his pursuit of the school's career record.
He now has 26 1/2 sacks in his career to rank
second on Eastern's leaders list. The school record
is 27 set by F rank Staude n raus from 1982-85.
H is 8 1/2 sacks this year already ranks 10th in
school history, with t he school record 15 set by
Staudenraus in 1985. And senior linebacker Greg
Belzer had 11 tackles versus t he Broncos to give
him 97 for the year and inch him closer to
Eastern's career tackles record. He now has 334
in his career - just eight from breaking the school
record of 341 set by J ason Marsh from 1991-93.
With an average of nearly 14 per game, Belzer is
on pace to finish with 152 that would shanerthe
school record of 13 8 set by Marsh in 199 I.

C

BIG SKY
Portland St.
Montana

that category. And Eagles Greg Belzer and Jeff
Allen should break the school's career tackles
and sacks records, respectively, this week. Eagles
head coach Paul Wulff is aware of Sacramento's
talent.
"Sac State is a very good football team .
They are probably the best team in the confe rence right now without a winning record in league
play. The games that they lost were very, very
close, and they had opponunities to win all of
those games. T hey are a scary, scary team just
because of Charles Roberts and Ricky Ray. And
defensively they really run around well and play
hard. Without question, this is a very difficult
challenge for our football team. They are going
to come up ready to play because it's our homecoming," Wulff said.
Eastern's rush defense appears to be
up to the challenge. Last week against Boise State,
Eastern's senior-dominated defense allowed the
Broncos just 19 net rushing yards on 41 carries,
including seven sacks. It was the lowest output
for an Eagle opponent in 90 games since Northern Arizona managed just two rushing yards in
1992. The Broncos had entered the game as the
36th-best rushing offense in NCAA Division I-

you'll g:radunte v ith a ,.early pe!"fect GPA (th at wou.ld'Ttl beei. complete1y per fect 1.£ it vercm't :for th At qu Rrter you

6-0
5-1
4-3
4-2
4-3
4-3
2-4
1-5
0-6

"phoned il in"} nnd land a job nl. n

that brilliant.

thnt's tlbou t

1..0 ~,

b elly up. The n Y'>U com.e up wit h

tbiu;i :md itiv eatora line u p vit.h baps of cRsh aud t he lP(J .;oe o through t.he roof aHd. ,,e to

millions for you, t.he apouse, your t wo

darling kids, m,d tho Gonna.a :Shepherd.

But first,

USA Today/ESPN

you have to get

1. Georgia Southern;
3. Portland State; 5. Montana;
25_ Eastern Wash ington;
36. Idaho State; 37. Sacramento State; 39. W eb e r
State; 40. Northern Arizona.

to class.

Teamlink/CFAA
1. Georgia Southern;
2. Portland State; 5. Montana;
27. Eastern Wash ington ;
29. Idaho State; 36. Weber
State; 37. Sacramento State.

sock puppe t

stru ggling i nterne t start-up

C

Football Gazette
1. Georgia Southern;
3. Portland State; 5. Montana;
24. Eastern Washington;
35. Idaho State; 38. Sacramento State; 40. Weber
State

The 3TA c;uarterly Pass. Just C60. Call 326-RIDE to ge t yours.

vvw..spoka:~e trnt,ai t..com
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Northern Arizona poses tough contest

Eagles receive "unlucky" bounces, drop two games over the weekend
Zan Lanouette
Rcpo,mEastern's women's soccer team

Bnan Srmth/Eastemer

"- The Eagles are playing ve,y rough al home with a 22-game
win streak on Reese Court

Win streak at stake
Sara Olson
Repa,ur
The Eagles are flying high with
two more Big Sky Conference wins
under their wings. The Eagles now
command a 9-8 overall average and 64 conference record. Eastern is also
successfully continuing their tradition
of a 22-match home winning streak
that has existed since September 24,
1998.
The Eagles' match against the
Weber State Wildcats was one full of
" momentum and determinati o n.
Eagles swept the Wildcats in a three
game match, 15-13, 15-7, 15-8 on Friday. The team had 65 kills lead by
Janell Reun's 17 kills. Robyn SonjuFelder and Angie Hall followed closely
with 14 and 13 kills respecti,·ely.
EWU's match hining average was .388
against Weber State.
EWU conquered Ponland State
University on Saturday, 15-1, 14-16,
15-2, 15-4. The Eagles were on a roll
the first game with a quick 15-1 defeat
but faltered in the second game allowing the Vikings to beat them in a disappointing 14-16 game.
The Eagles' concentration returned fort he remaining two games.
With a new focus, they returned to

the coun. The Eagles turned the game
around with a .350 hitting average.
Four Eagles hit o,·er .400 and Jennifer
Gabel lead the hining average with .fllJ
percent. Defensively EWU showed
Portland State who deserved the
match win. Jessie Wright sparkled with
24 assists. EWU also executed 38 digs
and 15 blocks-only allowing Ponland State 39 kills.
The Eagles' next challenges will
be rivals Gonzaga on Tuesday night
and the University of Ponland on Friday, October 20. The Eagles last encounters with these teams proved
Eagle victories. The Eagles defeated
Gonzaga in both matches they played
last year. The Universityof Ponland
has not challenged EWU since 1998
when the Eagles won 3-0.
Eagles head coach Wade
Benson commented on the coming
week. "Playing non-conference opponents this week, hopefully we'll train
some good habits to continue on into
the next week to finish our conference
schedule. We want to keep our home
streak going, get good crowds, and play
some good volleyball against teams
we don't see very often. Ponland plays
in a tough conference so that should
be a good one for us," he said.

didn't find its home field to be much
more inviting when they dropped two
games over the weekend.
The Eagles (7-9) first were defeated by visiting Idaho St. on Friday
and then by Weber St. two days later.
The weekend staned off good
for the Eagles, as they held off the
Bengals of Idaho St. in the first half
of play.
Friday the 13th took an unlucky
turn for the Eagles when Idaho St.
soared Eastern's weekend.
In the first half there was 102
fans in anendance, which remained op
the edge of their seats as shot after
shot was fired upon two able and talented goalkeepers.
Idaho State keeper, Chrissy
Nelson, kept pace with EWU's, keeper,
Katie Grothkopp, who made a remarkable total of five excellent saves.
Intensity was at an all time high as
both teams commined foul after foul.
The first period ended with a tie and
two very sweaty teams.
The beginning of second half
staned with many bruised shins and
egos as each team fought each other
more so than they fought for the ball.
12 minutes in, Kyla Hamilton ,vas
served up a yellow card much to the
audible vexation of the fans on the
sidelines. It all went downhill from
there as !SU scored in the 61' minute.
More encouraged than before, the fire
glowed in EWU's 11 players' eyes as

they kicked off and headed full speed
to the other end. The Eagles was able
to get off another two shots before
Idaho State crashed our net for another score six minutes after their first
goal. Dejected but not completely defeated, the Lady Eagles stepped up the
aggression and the fight continued as
t hey fought to gain the upper hand.
1n the 71" minute of the game, the
referee gave !SU a yellow card to match
Hamilton's, making both teams a linle
more cautious with their hacking.
Many substitutions and minutes of ball chasing later, Idaho State
scored again in the 79,h minute of the
game. Three ahead, Idaho played it easy
as Eastern kept fighting the inevitability of another conference loss. Unfonunately, the time ran out before
EWU's diligence was able to pay off.
The fmal score was 3-0, rendering Eastern the technical losers, but winners in
effon and spirit.
Come 1 p.m. on Sunday, Oct
15, the Eagles' women's soccer team
was found in cleats and uniforms once
again as they faced off against the challenging, equally matched Weber State
University.
Determined to put on a good
show in this conference game, the
Eagles staned off strong immediately
upon the opening whistle. Domination was key as we ran right with them.
Katie Bowers broke out of coverage
to score a shot in the far right corner
of the net in the seventh minute of
the first half. Jubilation was shonlived, however, as WSU countered that
with an equally nice shot in the elev-

enth minute.
Eastern was matched stride for
stride, shot for shot and saves for
save, the two teams hustled back and
fonh as they took turns attacking offensively. The crowd cheered and
groaned as powerful shots were taken
only to be deflected and scooped up
by the outstanding keepers again and
again.
In the end of the tied first period, Grothkopp had made three tremendous saves and the Eagles had
taken six shots.
The second half staned quickly
as the ball was rapidly kicked from one
end to the other. Recovering from a
saved Weber shot, the Eagles were
once again in front of the net with
the ball.
Just three minutes into the period, Katie Bowers scored off a wellplaced assist from Keri Nichols.
Weber State played retaliated
when they scored on an awarded penalty kick four minutes later.
With the clock winding down,
both teams poured on the effon as
E WU became more aggressive and
WSU set up some superb tactical
offside traps.
In the 71" minute, Eastern's
Keri Nichols and Weber's Anna
Nneisen were penalized for excessive
aggressiveness with yellow cards. Ten
seconds later, WSU scored in the upper left corner, pulling ahead The last
20 minutes were valiantly played, but
the score board wouldn't be budged

See: Soccer, page 15

COMING SOON!
(i)(i)(i)(i) (i)
CHANCES TO WIN

BIG PRIZES
www.easterneronline.com
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Soccer: Eagles drop to
From page: 14

in either favor.
Eastern dropped its seventh
game of the season with the 3-2 loss
courtesy of Weber St.
"We played well in both games.
Unlucky bounces and stuff that happened out of our control just proved
too much for us. We're playing well,
but just need to score more goals,"
said Coach Hageage of the outcome

15

7-9 overall after two weekend losses

of his team's weekend games.
"We have the opportunity to be
the first Eastern women's soccer team
to end the season at 500. If we win
these last two games, we'll be 9- 9. This
is really excellent compared to this
team's history in the record department," he said.
"Everyone is happy even
though we now have a slim to none

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Own A Computer?
Put It To World!
$25 - $75 I hr.
www.inhome-income.com
FRATERNITIES " SORORITIES
CLUBS " STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238
or visit v.'V.w.campusfundrniser.com.
$1,000's WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus bonuses.
Fff, Pff. Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N-245, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025

DANCERS & BEVERAGE SERVERS
Do you need exrra money to actualize your dreams of an
education, while srill affording some of the luxuries you deserve?
If you have 'The Right Stuff," you can earn $300 - $600 per
week working a minimum of rwo shifts each week.
We are now interviewing for
DANCERS and BEVERAGE SERVERS ac:
State Line Showgirls
"A true gendeman's club"
located in Sraceline, Idaho.
No exp. Necessary! We Train!' 18 and older.
Call Scare Line Showgirls (208-777-0977)
any time after 3 pm, seven days a week.

SPORTS SLATE

chance of making the playoffs. The
Conference Playoffs may be out-Of our
reach, but our new main focus now is
to win our last two games to reach
500. I know we can do it," Hageage
said.
The Eastern Eagles will be taking on Northern Arizona on October
20 at 2 p.m. in another exciting conference game scheduled at home.

Oct. 21
FOOTBALL
HOMECOMING GAME
Cal State Sacramento @ EWU,
12:35 p.m.

Oct. 26
VOLLEYBALL

Idaho St. @ EWU, 7 p.m.

OCt. 20
SOCCER
Northern Arizona @ EWU, 2 p.m.

* If you can't make it to
Saturday's homecoming
football game, then watch
the game live as it is
regionally broadcast on

Fox Sports Northwest.

SIFIBDs
FOR SALE
Tired of Being Tired?
Need an Energy Boost?
we have fantastic all natural Herbal tea that
will help keep you going through those long
study sessions. we also offer a complete line
Of Health and Nutritional Products from the
#1 Health and Nutrition company in the world.
(360) 533-3585

www.activeandhealthv.com

Calling Cards
CHEAP Rates for international and U.S. calls.
Typical Rates:
USA-2.9 cents/min
Mexico-.08 cents/min
Moscow-.08 cents/min
Israel-.06 cents/min

BUY ONLINE FROM:
COGNIGEN CORPORATION AT
www.ld.net/?tv
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